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NOTE FROM
FROM THE
THE CEO
CEO
NOTE

A

s infant formula shortages force parents to be creative in
finding new types of supply, the post-pandemic world forces
us all to be more aware of what products we need, and what
systems we rely on to get them. Pharmaceutical companies,
already focused heavily on implementing serialization tools for the
US Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA) requirements, could “…
link serialization data with temperature data collected along the
supply chain (such as storage, transportation, last mile, and more)
to gain better end-to-end visibility and leverage stability budgets
across the supply chain,” conjectures an Elpro representative in an
article in the latest issue of BioPharm International on cold chain
advances by Suzanne Shelley (1). Vaccine access and efficacy
conversation has had a spillover effect placing food and drug
supply more into mainstream conversation.
Inside that conversation, one of the largest (missed?)
opportunities and unmet needs continues to be neurological
health. The second instalment of Pharmaceutical Technology
Europe’s new series “Weighing Up Big Pharma” looks with a
Sophoclean steady gaze at industry performance. One major
conclusion is that, “Pharma should expand on successful cell
therapies in oncology by applying these development and
manufacturing methods to neuronal cell therapies,” asserts
author Marina Necdina (2). She also contends that products have
resorted to dealing with effects (such as beta amyloid plaques)
rather than their root causes. Memory enhancing drugs—both in
business performance and private pursuits—would be on most
people’s wish list as welcome additions. But ending or mitigating
neurodegenerative diseases are a holy grail, worth any effort.
And as a parting thought, more than 25% of drugs on the
market worldwide and candidates in the pharmaceutical
pipeline were considered to be formulated with highly potent
APIs (HPAPIs) in 2020. More than 115 contract manufacturing
organizations had the capability to produce highly potent drugs,
and many had recently invested or were in the process of
implementing capacity expansions to meet growing demand for
HPAPIs and products formulated with them. “But in addition to
specialized facilities, equipment and highly trained personnel,”
writes Cynthia Challener, “organizations developing and
manufacturing highly potent drugs must have the requisite
expertise to overcome numerous formulating challenges
ranging from lack of sufficient toxicity data to managing poor
solubility and bioavailability to ensuring uniform dosing of low
concentrations of HPAPIs” (3). How to manage manufacture and
deployment of these strong drugs, remains a challenge.
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diagnosis in 2016, some promising developments in the field of bowel
cancer therapies have already surfaced.

Promise of immunotherapies
Recent results of a small clinical trial, performed at the Memorial Sloan
response rate in 14 patients after being treated with the immunotherapy
dostarlimab as a first-line treatment for mismatch repair-deficient (MMRd)
locally advanced rectal cancer (2). For this small study, the participants
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those involved achieved a clinical complete response, none of the patients
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In a slightly earlier study, the results of which were presented in September

Inhibiting tumour growth
2021, university researchers from the United Kingdom found that it
was possible to slow tumour growth in bowel cancer patients through
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profile of bowel cancer will definitely not go unsung. In fact, since James’
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treatment with a small-molecule, protein-inhibitor drug, adavosertib (3).
Although this trial was also small and further research in larger patient
populations is required, the results are still encouraging because a
subset of patients involved had tumours with two common mutations—
representing a third of all bowel cancer patients.

Raising millions
Through her work, James has raised millions of pounds, an amount that is
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continuing to rise posthumously and has reached, at the time of writing,
more than £7 million. With the support of Cancer Research UK, the monies
raised will be used to fund clinical trials and research into personalized
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medicine, as well as continuing to raise awareness of cancer.
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EUROPEAN REGULATORY WATCH

The European Union’s
New Pharmaceutical
Strategy for Europe
A new strategy aims to bring in legislative reforms
that will impact medicinal product regulation within Europe.

Bianca PiachaudMoustakis is lead
writer at PharmaVision,

T

he current legislative code for medicines
(Directive 2001/20/EC) was perceived to be in

need of improvements pertaining to weaknesses in

• Unmet medical needs—with a
definition or set of principles for “unmet
medical needs” under discussion

areas of research, production, and the distribution of

• Incentives for innovation, including the

medicines in Europe (failings which were exposed by

area of unmet needs and a reflexion on

the COVID-19 pandemic) (1). Accordingly, on 25 Nov.
2020, the European Commission (EC) announced
the new Pharmaceutical Strategy for Europe,
which is likely to result in significant changes to
the European Union (EU) regulatory framework and
will have a substantial impact on both the marketing
of medicinal products and the strategic business
planning of pharmaceutical companies (2).
Following this announcement, the EC issued

regulatory data and market exclusivity
• Antimicrobial resistance that includes
measures to support innovation
of antibiotic development
• Future-proofing the regulatory
framework for novel products
• Improved patient access to, and
affordability of, medicines in the EU
• Competitiveness of the European markets

a public consultation on the revision of the EU’s

to ensure affordable medicines, including

pharmaceutical legislation in September 2021,

considering measures to support patients’

after which, the EC intends to implement
certain ‘flagship actions’ including a revision of
the general pharmaceutical regulatory regime
envisaged for the end of 2022. All these actions
form part of the EC’s future vision of building a
European Health Union.

Pharmavision.co.uk.

access to affordable medicines
• Encouraging the repurposing
of off patent medicines
• Ensuring security of supply of
medicinal products in the EU
• Ensuring high-quality manufacture and
distribution in the EU including consideration

The strategy

of the need to strengthen or adapt good

While the strategy aims to introduce new

manufacturing practice (GMP) to reflect

policies and ideas, it also highlights long-standing
challenges that have been exacerbated by the

beugdesign - Stock.adobe.com

coronavirus outbreak. To this end, the strategy

new manufacturing methodologies
• Environmental challenges (4).
From amongst these priorities, the main

puts forward numerous proposals for legislative

elements of the strategy can be classified into three

reforms that are “likely to affect the regulation

key areas that include the availability, accessibility,

of the entire life cycle of a medicinal product” (2).

and affordability of medicinal products; streamlined

The EC’s ‘Communication on the Pharmaceutical

innovation and enhanced competition; and securing

Strategy’ identifies the key priority areas for

supply and controlling shortages of medicines.

consideration and improvement (3). Summarized
by Pinto et al. (2021), the priority areas are
as follows:
• The performance and adequacy
of the current legislation

Availability, accessibility, and
affordability of medicinal products
The section on ‘Prioritising unmet medical needs’
in the strategy reflects the belief within EU

Pharmaceutical Technology Europe
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European Regulatory Watch

institutions that “current incentive models neither

authorizations via the centralized procedure to market

provide an adequate solution for unmet medical

those products in every EU member state (5). This

needs nor appropriately incentivise investments in

potential action reflects the long-standing concern of

innovation” (2). The consultation process initiated in

the EC that such decisions are not necessarily in line

September 2021 seeks views on potential changes to

with the needs of patients.

the current regulatory data and market exclusivities,
upon receiving regulatory approval for new speciality

Streamlined innovation
and enhanced competition

medicines. In addition, this section also highlights

The strategy refers to the EC’s policy initiatives on

anti‑microbial resistance as a key unmet need, together

intellectual property and data governance and how those

with paediatric and rare diseases. Here, the consensus

can support innovation and competition. Here, special

within the commission is that investments made

emphasis is being placed on supplementary protection

by pharmaceutical companies are not necessarily

certificates (SPC) in the hope that the optimization of the

supporting these vital areas where unmet needs are

SPC system will address duplication and inefficiencies

deemed to be the greatest.

that hamper competition. Other important initiatives

which pharmaceutical manufacturers currently enjoy

The COVID-19 pandemic has
brought to light weaknesses in the
existing regulatory framework and
its inability to ensure the continuous
supply of medicinal products while
avoiding shortages.
One of the incentives being proposed in relation to

that would streamline innovation and competition can be
found in an advisory article by J. Mulryne et al. (2).

Securing supply and controlling
shortages of medicinal products
The COVID-19 pandemic has brought to light
weaknesses in the existing regulatory framework
and its inability to ensure the continuous supply

antimicrobial resistance is the use of a ‘transferable

of medicinal products while avoiding shortages.

exclusivity voucher’, which grants innovators additional

In response, EU institutions such as the European

periods of exclusivity upon receiving regulatory

Parliament have highlighted the need to revise

approval of a new antibiotic (and subject to certain

the current rules by considering both preventative

conditions, could be used by the innovators to extend

and mitigating measures, which may result in new

the protection of any other medicine in their own

obligations for the pharmaceutical industry (2).

portfolio or transferred or sold to a third-party) (5).
As for affordability, the strategy focuses on the

Next steps

transparency of R&D costs linked to a review of

The commission is in the process of evaluating Directive

‘fair return’. Here, the strategy aims to foster price

2001/83/EC on the Community Code Relating to

transparency in the hope that better pricing and

Medicinal Products for Human Use and Regulation (EC)

reimbursement decisions can be made by individual

No 726/2004 Laying Down Community Procedures for the

member states. The strategy also considers how

Authorization and Supervision of Medicinal Products for

competition law enforcement can help address

Human and Veterinary Use. It is anticipated that a new

concerns about the affordability of medicines. To

regulation replacing these directives will be adopted

this end, the focus is on generic-drug and biosimilar

in Q4 2022 (6). It seems likely that there may also be

competition, with the EC considering a review

some revisions to the Orphan Regulation, the Paediatric

of the current incentives programme for orphan

Regulation, and the Medicinal SPC Regulation to target

medicinal products.

incentives on areas of unmet medical need.

One of the proposals the EC has put forward for
supporting access to affordable medicines is the
broadening of the ‘Bolar Exception’, which “exempts
from patent infringement the conduct of certain studies
and trials for the purpose of applying for marketing
authorizations” (5). The EC is also considering the
creation of a specific regulatory incentive, potentially
an exclusivity period, for a limited number of biosimilars
that come to the market first. The aim is to further
strengthen the impact that generic-drug and biosimilar
competition can have on prices.
Furthermore, the EC is also considering new
measures to encourage pharmaceutical manufacturers
that have been granted EU-wide marketing

8
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Getting Proactive
with Pharma Packaging
Technological advances are progressing pharmaceutical
packaging to overcome the challenges of the future.

Felicity Thomas

P

harmaceutical packaging is a multifaceted

affect the drug containment solutions, which have

segment, providing essential protection for the

to withstand the specific requirements, such as

important and sensitive materials housed within,
while also delivering key information and advertising

ultra‑cold storage temperatures.”
Furthermore, packaging companies had

to patients. According to market research, the

to surmount the challenge of providing drug

pharmaceutical packaging sector is expected to grow

containment solutions rapidly to ensure the vaccines

at a compound annual rate of 7.4% between 2022 and

could be rolled out in a suitably quick timescale. To

2031, reaching an estimated US$178.8 billion (€171.8

this point, Stefan Verheyden, global vice-president

billion) by the end of the forecast period (1).

of the Gx Biological Solutions Team, Gerresheimer,

Factors driving the growth of the pharmaceutical

explains that it was necessary to quickly free-up

packaging market include a developing preference

capacity and utilize the intense cooperation with

for single-dose packaging formats, a rise in

customers to be able to provide the required

drug development in general, and the growth of

capacities to the market.

e-Commerce (1). Obviously, the COVID-19 pandemic

For Patrick Ferguson, managing director,

has impacted the whole bio/pharma industry, but

Tjoapack US, COVID-19 provided the industry with

given the rapid approval of the therapies to tackle

an opportunity to accelerate the regulatory approval

the virus, such as the messenger RNA (mRNA)

process in certain aspects, allowing products to

vaccines, drug packaging very quickly became a

reach the market more quickly, yet also demonstrated

priority issue.

some shortcomings. “On the downside,” he says,
“[accelerated approvals] have further contributed to

Pandemic impact
andrey_orlov - Stock.adobe.com

“During the pandemic, new drug categories and

the observed supply chain challenges.”
“The disruption the pandemic has caused to

more precisely mRNA drugs entered the market in

global supply chains has magnified shortcomings

record-breaking time,” confirms Andreas Reisse,

that have existed for years,” agrees Rich Quelch,

executive vice-president of SCHOTT Pharma. “The

global head of marketing, Origin. “The solution

new drugs played a key role in the fight against

is creating a more resilient, collaborative, and

COVID-19. As complete game-changers, they also

networked operation moving forwards.”
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Cover Story: Drug Packaging Advances

Increasing sustainability

The challenge of biologics

packaging materials, amongst

“One of the most important and

Drug development pipelines are

others, are helping to deliver the

current trends is sustainability,”

becoming increasingly saturated with

next generation of medicines.”

specifies Verheyden. “Even during

biological drugs, stresses Reisse.

the development of drug delivery

“These [drugs] are typically highly

drugs require containers, syringes,

devices and packaging solutions,

sensitive and are oftentimes filled

and devices that are tailored to the

customers pay attention to how

in low-fill dosages under 1 mL,” he

drug and its molecular properties,”

sustainability is integrated in

notes. “Subsequently, these types of

concurs Verheyden. A way to

the packaging ecosystem.” As a

drugs require high-end containment

help the customer overcome the

company, Gerresheimer has set itself

solutions, which protect the sensitive

specific challenges encountered

sustainability targets, such as cutting

formulations from unwanted drug/

with packaging of biological drugs

carbon dioxide (CO2) emission by

container interactions.”

is to employ a guide, such as

half by 2030, Verheyden notes. The

Gerresheimer’s ‘g guide’, which

new strategy, based on three pillars,

biologic formulations also have

can lead the customer to the

sets targets that are to be achieved

the potential of contamination via

most suitable solution within the

within a tight timeframe.

leachables, Reisse continues. “In such

respective therapeutic class or

cases, unique product development,

disease area, he states.

“Pharma, as one of the largest
global industries, is both part

such as EVERIC care vials that

of the problem and the solution

feature a special inner coating

biological medicines represent an

when it comes to minimizing the

for protection, provide a suitable

exciting era for pharma, there is

adverse effects of climate change,”

solution to minimize the risk of

also a potential pitfall in the supply

adds Quelch. “Pharmaceutical waste

drug-container interaction,” he says.

chain, which will be inherently

continues to be a huge problem,

SCHOTT’s EVERIC care vials feature

more complex than the traditional

so to eliminate non-biodegradable

an inner single-layer plasma-impulse

medicines, Quelch warns.

and single-use plastics from the

chemical vapour deposition barrier

supply chain, more research is

coating with hydrophobic surface,

A disrupted supply chain

taking place around bio-based PET

which allows for low leachable levels

Supply chain challenges are one

[polyethylene terephthalate]. It’s

especially in the alkaline pH range.

of the most disruptive issues, in a

made from ethylene derived from

Delamination control is another

Although these new, small-batch,

negative way, for the pharma industry,

sugarcane which has a negative

technological advancement that

reveals Ferguson. “The supply chain

carbon footprint, using CO2 and

is interesting for biologics, Reisse

challenges are negatively impacting

releasing oxygen when cultivated.”

confirms. Despite the fact that

the packaging industry both upstream

Additionally, Quelch points out that

delamination is rare and occurs

and down,” he notes. “Price increases,

research is currently being performed

under certain circumstances, there

delayed delivery, and material

on a pioneering technology that can

is still a potential risk for patients. By

shortages at all levels of the supply

convert PET waste back to virgin-

way of example of a solution to this

chain are impacting the industry daily.”

grade material for re-use.

risk, Reisse refers to a delamination

“Cutting-edge manufacturing

It is not all doom and gloom,

controlled forming process used

however, as a trend that has been

methods like 3D visualization and

by SCHOTT, which means that the

apparent for Ferguson has been an

printing are also helping to reduce

company can offer vials with a high

increasing uptick in the adoption of

waste by eliminating the need for

chemical stability and homogeneous

a packaging outsourcing model by

multiple prototype designs,” Quelch

surface near the bottom heel area.

drug manufacturers in the United

says. Utilizing a knowledge-based

10

The highly complex and sensitive

“Newly developed biological

Further exciting innovations in

States when compared with historical

design or taking a quality-by-design

packaging for biologics is a trend to

rates. “This [trend] has created

(QbD) approach can help to improve

watch out for in Quelch’s opinion.

opportunities for organizations such

sustainability and reduce waste, he

“Fluoropolymers—which don’t

as Tjoapack,” he explains. “Most

explains. “By designing a product’s

use any leachable or degradable

recently, there have been more

primary and secondary packaging well

stabilizing additives—are

opportunities tied to the COVID-19

from the outset (including investing

increasingly being used to form

pandemic, providing some sizeable

ample resources into the process),

a resistant barrier to eliminate

packaging opportunities as part of the

manufacturers can reduce the amount

biodegradation issues. So too

testing or treatment of the disease.”

of materials used and wasted, test

are cyclic olefin plastics (very

new eco materials, ensure safety

rigid thermoplastics), which are

existing supply processes, such as

compliance and efficacy, and

intrinsically very inert, composed

the pandemic, the war in Ukraine, and

benefit from cheaper transportation

of just carbon and hydrogen,”

the shortage of shipping containers,

costs,” Quelch surmises.

he says. “These next-generation

Reisse points out. “As a result,
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pharma companies can benefit from a

Verheyden, but more advanced

importantly, bringing its benefits

packaging supplier with a true global

inspections technologies and the

to the fill-and-finish operations,”

footprint,” he says.

use of artificial intelligence (AI) has

adds Reisse. “For example, using

enabled progression. “Through AI, the

solutions such as SCHOTT Smart

the future, the trend of localization

glass manufacturing process of the

Container, it is possible to track and

(versus globalization) will potentially

syringe barrels can be monitored, and

trace drug containment solutions on

have a significant impact on

recommended actions are displayed

an individual basis, from production

containment and drug delivery

to the plant operator,” he says.

all the way to the end user. Among

Yet, Reisse also believes that in

Disruptive technologies, such as

highly structured processes, the

AI, are proving useful in the moulding

minimizes the risk of mix-ups on

recent global developments (both

process as well, where many

the filling line as each container

social and political) have taken a toll

parameters can also be monitored,

is laser-marked with a data matrix

on the supply chains,” he specifies. “In

Verheyden continues. “In concrete

code, which allows for distinct,

consequence, the industry is shifting

terms, using AI can allow for the

single-container based traceability

towards more regional approaches to

determination of, among other

throughout the fill-and-finish

overcome those challenges.”

things, the remaining service lives

process and beyond.”

of moulding parts over their period

The implementation of

Flexible primary packaging

of use and thus, instead of fixed

serialization, through the Drug

“From a fill and finish perspective,

replacement intervals, a precise

Supply Chain Security Act in the US

we are witnessing the industry

prediction of lifespan can take place,”

and the Falsified Medicines Directive

shifting towards ready-to-use (RTU)

he notes. “Monitoring the moulding

in Europe, has been a hot topic for

solutions,” Reisse reveals. “These

process also makes it much easier to

years and is generally well rooted in

[solutions] allow pharma companies

identify defects in a linked process.”

the industry now, explains Ferguson.

to focus on their core competencies

“There has been an increased

“The regulations have separated

of developing and filling valuable

focus on packaging line automation,”

contract packagers who chose to

medications.” A particular benefit

agrees Ferguson. “Equipment and

invest in serialization technologies

of RTU solutions is that pharma

solution providers have done an

from those who have not, resulting

companies can simply start the filling

excellent job in developing various

in more opportunities for the

process straight away as the washing

applications and solutions that

pharmaceutical companies such

and sterilization steps are done by

range from dedicated lines for large

as Tjoapack, that chose to invest

the packaging company, he adds.

commercial operations to highly

in the serialization technologies,

Verheyden concurs that the

flexible solutions for small-batch

” he says. “Keeping up with

trend for RTU primary packaging

contract packaging operations.”

software and hardware upgrades is

is continuing to rise, with a clear

Additionally, the user is benefiting

a challenge but necessary to stay

move from customers choosing this

from some technological advances,

current with industry expectations

solution for their packaging needs.

such as quick response (QR) codes,

and requirements.”

“RTU drives flexibility and efficiency,

which are being implemented on

while in parallel it offers a substantial

packaging to help with health literacy

medicines market is huge and

impact on total cost of ownership in

and patient compliance, states

growing, Quelch stresses. “Anti-

filling activities,” he says.

Quelch. “In the area of clinical trials,

counterfeiting is a cat and mouse

smart packaging (featuring RFID

game, which means continuous

we will see a move to pharma

[radio frequency identification] tags)

packaging improvements and

companies using RTU solutions in

and wearable devices are promoting

advancements are needed

mass scale with high demands for

greater secure interaction between

to stay one step ahead,” he

vials, syringes, and cartridges,”

patient and doctor by using real-time

says. “RFID technology, using

continues Reisse. “This is a natural

data to monitor compliance, identify

electromagnetic fields, is supporting

step in simplifying the filling process

side effects faster, and improve

anti-counterfeiting efforts by

for pharma companies and offering

health outcomes for both volunteers

identifying tampering. Another key

more flexibility when filling different

and, in the longer term, the wider

development is the application of

medications or switching from one

community,” he says.

thermochromic inks, used to print

“Over the next years, it is likely

containment solution to another.”

12

other benefits, this technology

solutions. “While the industry has

Technological progress is also

Globally, the size of the fake

reactive temperature indicators on

helping with tracking and tracing

packaging, as will smart sensors that

Technological aides
for quality and safety

of medicines. “Technological

can detect changes in humidity, light,

progress in the track-and-trace

and temperature.”

Quality requirements for packaging

field are bringing ‘industry 4.0’ to

have also increased, asserts

the pharma industry and, most
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being performed “to test the
biologicals under a variety of
physical and chemical stresses
in order to provide a good
understanding of the degradation
products and mechanism.”
Although regulatory bodies
demand stress testing be performed
on all drug substances and
drug products, there aren’t well
established selection protocols
for such tests available (3). This is an
area where an outsourcing partner
can prove invaluable, as they have

Formulating Biologics:
A Learning Curve

access to a greater pool of knowledge
and experience than a company
typically would in-house.
“Outsourcing partners should not
only function as an extension of the
client’s chemistry, manufacturing,

Biologics are forming a greater proportion of the
development pipeline, but there are still some formulation
difficulties to overcome to ensure clinical and commercial success.

and control labs, but also can
contribute to its in-house proprietary
technologies, formulation skills, and

Felicity Thomas

T

know-how to address the issues
he total pharma development pipeline is set to exceed 20,000

arising from the development process

drug candidates in 2022, which has grown by 8.22% and seen

of complex biologicals,” Huang adds.

more than 1500 new drugs added to the pipeline from the prior
year (1). When looking at biological versus non-biological drugs, there

Delivering the goods

has been more ground gain for the former type of drug in the pipeline

Delivering a drug effectively is

with the proportions coming close to 50:50—biologics are now

key, and, nowadays there are

consuming 44.7% of the development pipeline (1).

many possibilities for developers

This strong development pipeline representation is also

to explore. “Non-vector drug

translating into impressive growth for the biologics market, which

delivery technologies such as

is projected to grow at a rate of 10.7% annually up until 2025 and

lipid nanoparticles or polymeric

then 9.6% annually from 2025 until 2030 (2). Driving this growth are

nanoparticles have been applied to

factors such as an increasingly geriatric population, rising need for

delivery of biologicals,” says Huang.

immunology, and more government initiatives (2).

“For example, lipid nanoparticle

However, the majority of the pipeline drugs are still in preclinical
phases (1), which means there are still attrition rates to be wary
of and some work to be done for commercial success to be

technology has made delivery of
COVID-19 vaccines possible.”
“There is a tendency to use more

achieved. Formulating a biologic drug is a potentially problematic

complex drug delivery technologies

area, as the molecules are inherently large and complex, and also

to address the complex nature of

have stability issues to overcome.

biologicals,” Huang continues. “For

“For a successful biological formulation, choosing the right formula

example, Ascendia has started to

and a process that will ensure the biological stability and activity while

use long acting injectable, in-situ

also maintaining sufficient drug concentration without aggregation

depot, lipid nanoparticles, liposome,

is key,” explains Jim Huang, PhD, founder and CEO of Ascendia

and polymeric nano/microparticles

Pharmaceuticals. “And using the correct drug delivery system to

to deliver biologicals in order to

deliver the biologicals to the target organ while minimizing enzymatic

achieve the pharmacokinetic profiles

degradation during body circulation in vivo is also important.”

requested for the biologicals.”

Common issues

without their own challenges—

A common issue encountered when developing biologics is

safety being a major consideration to

degradation, which can occur due to changes in a variety of

factor in (4). When combining a drug

external factors, such as temperature and pH. Huang stresses

with a nanoparticle carrier, it

that many formulation errors can occur due to insufficient studies

is important to understand whether

igor kisselev - Stock.adobe.com

However, nanoparticles are not
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Development

or not the carrier will impart some
side effects for the patient in
addition to the potential effects of
the active molecule.
The route of administration is, of
course, an important factor when
considering the delivery of a
drug. For the most part, biologic
therapies are developed as injectable
formulations, mainly because the
molecules have poor permeability
across the mucosal layer and suffer
destruction when introduced to
the gastrointestinal (GI) tract (5).
However, for patients, non-invasive
routes of administration, such as
oral, are preferred.
On the matter of oral
administration of biologics, Huang
points out that it is possible and

New material can capture and release biomolecules
Researchers from Sweden have
invented a new material that
uses electrical signals to capture
and release biomolecules (1). It
is claimed that the new material,
invented by scientists at the
Chalmers University of Technology
in Gothenburg, Sweden, may impact
the development of biomedicines
and could provide opportunities for
remote-controlled medication and
electronic pills development.
“Our polymer surfaces offer a new
way of separating proteins by using
electrical signals to control how
they are bound to and released
from a surface, while not affecting
the structure of the protein,” said
Gustav Ferrand-Drake del Castillo,

doctor in Chemistry, Chalmers,
CEO of Nyctea Technologies,
and lead author of the study, in a
press release (1).
Furthermore, the material has
been found to be effective in
biological fluids with a buffering
capacity. Therefore, researchers
may be able to use the polymer
surface material to create a
new technique for implants and
electronic pills.

Reference
1. Chalmers, “New Material Paves
the Way for Remote-Controlled
Medication and Electronic Pills,”
Press Release, 15 June 2022.

—Editors of Pharm Tech Europe

alludes to the fact that Ascendia has
successfully delivered biological-

through GI gut membrane,”

like molecules orally via its EmulSol

he summarizes.

technology, which increases the
molecular bioavailability. “Key to
the success of orally administered
biologicals is to protect them from
GI tract degradation and to enhance
the permeability of the biologicals
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efficiency improvements. “These

development but in every stage, from

investments would also have a

conceptualization to dispensing by

positive impact on product quality

healthcare professionals or patients.”

and delivery to the customer,”

Moreover, tackling the packaging

anti-counterfeiting measures include

he says. “DSCSA will be fully

too late in the development lifecycle

digital watermarks that are invisible

implemented in the US in 2023,

will only serve to prevent companies

to the human eye and developments

but the adaptation of a global

from being able to take advantage of

in holograms that are only visible

serialization standard is needed to

potential functional design features

behind each capsule or pill cavity

build a truly global system.”

and could lead to costly mistakes,

on the back of the blister pack,

Quelch adds. “Taking a proactive

Quelch continues. “Enhanced anti-

Proactive packaging

approach to packaging not only helps

counterfeiting methods, including

As cost becomes an ever more

avoid the costs associated with fixing

cloud-based tracking and perennial

pressing concern, Quelch believes

future performance or functional

encryption technologies, are

that packaging will be an area where

problems but also delivers business

extending the lifecycle of protection

companies can unlock greater

benefits in improved products, patient

for manufacturers so frequent and

financial returns through driving

satisfaction, and reputation,” he

costly overhauls are avoided,” he

efficiency, quality, and sustainability.

summarizes. “The result is an optimal

notes. “These methods are also

“Traditionally, packaging has been

product that puts user experience

making it easier to spot and eliminate

an afterthought in the product

at the forefront of design, ensuring

weak links in supply chains that

design process. It starts with a

effortless patient experience and an

criminals are quick to exploit.”

ground-breaking idea, and once

improved bottom line for big pharma.”

Ferguson expects that there will
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this is developed, attention turns to

be a continued focus on streamlining

packaging,” he asserts. “However, this

operations within the bio/pharma

is an outdated approach that ignores

industry moving forwards with

the vital role packaging plays not

investments in automation and

just in the delivery stage of product
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Automation leads to improved
product quality and compliance,
reduced risk, and improved
productivity, says Heather Coglaiti,
global industry strategy and marketing
lead for life sciences, Rockwell
Automation. An increase in rightfirst-time occurrences leads to
fewer deviations and investigations.
Predictive or adaptive mechanisms
to prevent equipment failure, as well
as real-time asset management, help
reduce operational risk, she explains.
“Automation, even partially digitized,
reduces the human errors associated
with batch-to-batch variability,” adds

Automating Biopharma
Manufacturing

Dennis Brandl, BRL Consulting. For
example, automated dispensing
systems have less variability than
manual dispensing. Automation also
eliminates human error associated with

Automation and digitalization work together in the digital plant.

manual data entry.
Automation provides consistency

Jennifer Markarian is
manufacturing reporter for
Pharmaceutical Technology
Europe.

A

in performance, quality, and process,
utomation—using machines rather than people to perform

agrees Dushyant Arora, life sciences

tasks—offers benefits to biopharmaceutical manufacturers in

industry manager for Siemens Pharma

multiple facets of plant operation, such as transporting materials,

USA. He explains that automation and

taking samples, and controlling the process. Digitalization—replacing

digitalization enable online quality

manual records with digital ones and using data in a variety of digital

testing and review-by-exception, which

tools and connected systems—works synergistically with automated

can enable real-time release.

processes. Data collected from equipment that is connected via

Automation leads to
improved product
quality and compliance,
reduced risk, and
improved productivity.

the industrial Internet of things (IIoT) and analyzed with artificial
intelligence (AI), for example, allow the control system to know
when a process is trending out of specification, or when a piece of
equipment needs maintenance. The digital or “intelligent” plant makes
use of both automation and digitalization.
access to scalable memory and computing resources; our growing

Automating flexible
and intensified processes

competence in collecting, storing, and contextualizing data; advances

Adoption of these technologies in

in robotics; [and] the quickly evolving method landscape driven by the

biopharma is driven in part by the

open-source community, the benefits of automation and simulation are

ongoing push for speed-to-market

becoming accessible in the notoriously complicated realm of biopharma

and the trend to flexible and multi-

manufacturing,” says Marcel von der Haar, head of product strategy data

product manufacturing. Digital

analytics at Sartorius.

technologies are also a crucial part of

“With the advance of data science enabling factors such as easy

Business benefits of the digital plant include getting new products

Mike Mareen - Stock.adobe.com

to market faster; faster changeover of products, which enables flexible

continuous processing.
“As life sciences plants have moved

and multi-product manufacturing; improved operational integrity,

away from manufacturing a single

which includes predicting and correcting potential problems before

product and are focused more on

they occur; and real-time release, which makes production faster and

developing a wider range of specialized

minimizes inventory, says Nathan Pettus, president of process systems

treatments, the importance of flexible

and solutions at Emerson. Digital tools accelerate the pipeline and help

manufacturing has taken center stage,”

commercialize products faster by easing technology transfer. “For

explains Pettus. “Plug-and-play”

example, cloud-enabled knowledge management software that manages

capabilities of automation systems,

product and process specifications through the entire drug development

which enable flexible manufacturing

lifecycle is enabling biopharma manufacturers to minimize errors in the

and faster technology transfer, are

tech transfer process,” says Pettus.

more important than ever, he says.
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Manufacturing

Future facilities

optimize production. Opatka says that

systems that use multiple, identical

The digital biopharmaceutical

data from the live process will be sent

manufacturing lines located in one

manufacturing plant is the “facility of

to the digital twin, where operators can

facility or at multiple sites, the ability

the future,” but it is also a reality today.

proactively watch for problems and fix

to collect and share information

Sanofi’s digital and paperless facility in

them before they occur.

across the enterprise is crucial, adds

Framingham, Mass., for example, won

Pettus. “Today’s automation platforms

the 2020 overall Facility of the Year

and will continue to grow as many

leverage scalable ‘data aggregators,’

Award (FOYA) from the International

organizations progress in their

often based on software-as-a-service

Society for Pharmaceutical Engineering

digitalization journey,” says Opatka.

models and cloud-architectures. [This

(ISPE). The company says that the

“We see more biopharma customers

ability to scale allows] companies to

manufacturing facility is 80 times more

interested in having plants with

use automation from the beginning,

productive than a traditional facility

planning and production executed

develop the right process, and then

and has a smaller environmental

automatically and using advanced

scale the solution as they build their

footprint (1). ISPE’s 2022 FOYA category

analytics.”

business and infrastructure globally,”

award for innovation went to another

he explains. Pettus concludes, “At

digital plant located in Framingham,

any scale, there is too much at

Mass.: CRISPR Therapeutics’ facility,

stake to dismiss automation and

which uses digital systems and

digitalization, as they are truly critical

automation for production and filling

pieces of the quality puzzle.”

operations (2). Digital tools allow this

The digital
biopharmaceutical
manufacturing plant is the
“facility of the future,” but
it is also a reality today.

For scaled-down and distributed

facility to manage multiple production

Digital twins and AI

processes rely on real-time testing for

suites and products at different

Using AI in predictive analytics to

process control. “We are focusing our

stages of development (2). Takeda

anticipate manufacturing problems—

efforts for the ‘factory of the future’ on

Pharmaceuticals International’s

the predictive plant—is the next

process intensification and connecting

vaccine facility in Singen, Germany

level of digital maturity after a

unit operations together, which is

won ISPE’s 2022 Pharma 4.0

connected plant, says Yvonne

enabled by single-use technology,

category award for its use of digital

Duckworth, Industry 4.0 specialist,

automation, and process analytical

technologies, which include an

director of digital technology, and

technology (PAT),” says Darren

electronic batch record system, an

senior automation engineer at CRB.

Verlenden, head of bioprocessing at

embedded warehouse management

“Predictive analytics can reduce

MilliporeSigma, the US and Canada life

system, and autonomous mobile

downtime and promote quality,” says

science business of Merck KGaA.

robots to transport materials (3). ISPE’s

Duckworth. She points to a real-life

Honorable Mention-award winner,

example of a vibrating agitator that

manufacturing practice (GMP) PAT

Iovance Biotherapeutics’ autologous

unthreaded itself before the operators

platform for bioprocessing includes

cell therapy facility in Philadelphia,

noticed; if a vibration sensor had

a Raman spectroscopy analyzer and

uses digital tools, including electronic

been attached to the agitator, the

software that can achieve in-line,

batch records and centralized

control system would have flagged

real-time monitoring of process

equipment monitoring (4).

the vibration as a concern before it

Intensified and continuous

MilliporeSigma’s good

parameters and quality attributes.

Walvax Biotech’s new COVID-19

could have been seen by a human

These data can be used to automate

mRNA vaccine plant in China is another

eye. “Some equipment vendors don’t

control of the bioreactor. In April

example of an intelligent and digital

yet offer this capability; some have

2022, the company acquired Lonza’s

plant; it uses Honeywell’s batch

vibration or temperature sensors

MAST platform, an automated,

process control, building and energy

available as options, and others offer

sterile bioreactor sampling system;

management solution systems, and

a fully integrated predictive analytics

upon closing, it will become part

digital twins to monitor assets (5).

platform,” says Duckworth. “Vendors

of MilliporeSigma’s BioContinuum

“As the need for speed and agility

have been challenged over the past

platform. The GMP MAST system

increases, biopharma production

year to have an answer to the question

will help processors evolve from

facilities need some way to better

of predictive analytics capability.”

manual sampling to automated

visualize and integrate batch

sampling, says Verlenden.

processing across various equipment

journey is the use of digital twins,

Digital transformation is an ongoing

16

“The application of AI is paramount

Another step forward on the digital

and systems,” says Shawn Opatka,

which are digital models of a physical

journey, says Verlenden. He adds that

vice-president and general manager,

system. Brandl says that digital twins

some customers may want to run a

life sciences at Honeywell. He explains

have been used for the past 30 years

fully continuous, automated process,

that the data capture, recording, and

in process industries where the

while others want to intensify and

reporting systems used by Walvax will

chemistry of the processes is well

automate certain unit operations.

help maintain auditability as well as

understood. Only recently, however,
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Manufacturing

enabled by AI and data availability,

complex cell culture processes or

phased approach, however, can

have digital twins been developed

separation and purification steps.

be more beneficial if there are

for biological processes, where there

This will allow the industry to

limited resources or a need for

is no ‘first principle’ development

advance to a closed-loop model

speed to market. In this case, we can

possible, he says. “Automation brings

predictive control strategy in the

design a robust network infrastructure

in the data for machine learning to

coming years.”

which will allow for more advanced

model the dynamic processes of cell

Experts agree that there are

digital technologies to be added in

growth and map it against the multiple

some regulatory challenges to the

dimensions provided by advanced

concept of applying AI-based models

sensors,” explains Brandl.

to closed-loop controls. “The use

companies that are moving to

later phases.”
Development-stage biotech

Digital twins are being used today

of AI, or even machine learning

commercial manufacturing may not

in biopharma process development to

in a regulated environment, still

be as familiar with automation and

optimize the process in a simulated

needs a more elaborated validation

the requirements for using computer

environment. They can also be used

framework to manifest [the] great

systems in GMP environments, such

for collaborating in real-time across the

promise [of these technologies],”

as computer system validation, says

value chain and validating new lines

says Dirk Wollaert, digitalization lead

Michel Claes, biopharma portfolio lead

and processes virtually, says Coglaiti.

at Siemens Pharma headquarters.

at Siemens. System integrators can

“We will likely see biopharma

Pettus says that Emerson and

provide guidance, he suggests.

manufacturers moving from using the

others are working together in

In the past, connecting

digital twin primarily as a simulation

the BioPhorum consortium to

different types of equipment

and training component to making

develop strategies to meet this

was a big challenge for automating

it a key part of the overall dynamic

challenge. “We are optimistic that

bioprocesses, but this difficulty

control of the process,” suggests

a path forward for these remaining

has begun to be addressed by

Pettus. “Manufacturing models are

regulatory hurdles is already

modular systems and open-source

becoming more well defined and

underway, particularly as we

module type package (MTP)

well understood, and measurements

continue to work with BioPhorum,

communication protocols that

that were virtually impossible to

other similar organizations, and

standardize the connections.

understand in the past are now

companies that are already

enabled with various technologies

engaging regulatory bodies around

easily add new equipment without

such as spectral-based techniques.

the world,” he explains.

having to worry about compatibility

As the industry becomes more

Digital twins are being
used today in biopharma
process development to
optimize the process in a
simulated environment.

and need not spend weeks or

Addressing challenges

systems, says Brandl. “Adding a new

Despite these many potential benefits,

sensor for pH, oxygen, or carbon

based on statistical models, such

one of the obstacles to automation is

dioxide, for example, can be done at

as multivariate statistical process

the difficulty of calculating the return

10% of the cost that it was a few years

control, are increasingly widely

on investment of a project. Identifying

ago,” he says. Another key development

applied to obtain predictive and

the value is key, says Verlenden.

provides the ability to port automation

comfortable with this more complex,
closed-loop control and includes the
digital process response predictions
with advanced control techniques, we
will see the digital twin become even
more relevant than it already is today.”
“Today, digital process twins

even prescriptive insights into

Duckworth agrees that cost can

“With MTP, organizations can

months integrating equipment
when moving from bench-scale to
production-scale,” says Pettus.
Standard interfaces make it easier to
integrate PAT sensors into automation

logic across platforms, which is

biological process development as

be a barrier. “Identifying the problem

important for biopharma companies

well as GMP manufacturing,” adds

you’re trying to solve makes it easier

that have production in different parts

Mark Demesmaeker, head of data

to identify the savings,” she explains.

of the world, says Brandl. “PLCOpen

analytics at Sartorius. “We are now

Some are concerned about the cost

has provided the ability to use the same

moving toward the next step, which

and effort of revalidating an existing

machine control strategies in different

will combine data-driven methods

process, she adds.

facilities using locally supported

and mechanistic concepts—such

“It is important for companies

automation systems,” he explains.

as growth kinetics and specific

putting in a new facility to think

metabolite consumption rates in

about what approach they want

working with the BioPhorum

upstream processing, and fluid

to take from a digital technologies

consortium to further pave the way for

dynamics or neural networks in

perspective,” adds Duckworth. “A

plug-and-play automation. A current

downstream processing—to obtain

lighthouse approach incorporates

enhanced observability of highly

all the new technologies at the start. A

Industry members have been

Contin. on page 20
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[current good manufacturing practice]
compliance and aseptic processing
safety. There were many examples
which showed flaws, [such as]
contamination control strategies,
[where] low costs were the focus
instead of high quality. These past
experiences need to be overcome,
[which] can only be done when the
new wave of point-of-care systems are
of high quality and in compliance with

Advancing Accessibility
through Point-of-Use
Manufacturing
Point-of-use manufacturing may lead to a
big change in the accessibility of medicines globally.

regulatory requirements. For example,
process spaces or units still need
to have the appropriate cleanroom
classification, material, and personnel
flows and gowning. Any cleanroom
installed base at the point-of-care
requires to be of sufficient quality
instead of a cheap fix.

Positive impacts
to accessibility
PTE: How has the COVID-19 pandemic

Alivia Leon

U

impacted point-of-use manufacturing,
nexpected occurrences, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, have
shone a light on the already existing issue of global accessibility

in your opinion?
Jornitz (G-CON): Yes, it has;

to medicines through traditional means of manufacturing. As

from mobile sample/test units to

technology improves, the industry looks toward how to improve the

compounding and filling units to be

landscape of medicinal accessibility. Point-of-use manufacturing

able to fight the pandemic spread

may have the potential to change the distribution and accessibility of

and drug shortages. The pandemic

medicines throughout the world, but not without considering some

highlighted that we can be more

of the challenges that may arise. Pharmaceutical Technology Europe

flexible within our processing systems

spoke with Peter Walters, director of advanced therapies at CRB, and

and bring the processing towards

Maik Jornitz, president and CEO of G-CON, to explore some of the

the point-of-use. In our experience,

benefits, challenges, and logistics of point-of-use manufacturing.

it has been very encouraging to see
come together to work on processing

PTE: What are some of the major challenges/obstacles to consider when

solutions, which allow much faster

approaching point-of-use manufacturing of drug products?

and more flexible capacity build-up.

Walters (CRB): Point-of-use manufacturing solves the problem

Walters (CRB): The availability of

of patient adjacency and therapy transport logistics, but typically

COVID-19 vaccines in countries not

introduces the problem of a distributed manufacturing model. The

manufacturing a vaccine directly has

design capacity of a point-of-care facility is most often smaller

been challenging and has caused

than that of a central production centre, and, as a result, the cost

many countries to revisit their

effectiveness of having a fully effective support infrastructure must

philosophies for providing capacity

be evaluated. It is typical for functions like QC/EM [quality control/

for therapy supply in-country.

environmental monitoring] testing, warehouse, engineering support,

Some smaller countries have begun

etc. to be stripped from the building and outsourced or supplied from

government-sponsored facilities for

other sites. As a result, it can be difficult to provide and ensure the

bringing vaccine and critical therapy

same degree of quality, consistency, and compliance in a point-of-use

innovation within their borders to

facility compared to a centralized manufacturer. While you have

manage against a repeat of the

possibly solved the issue of patient access and therapy transport, you

COVID-19 pandemic situation.

have introduced logistical issues with maintaining supply chain and
support (engineering, maintenance, calibration, etc.) logistics.
Jornitz (G-CON): The past of point-of-use or point-of-care
manufacturing has shown certain weaknesses when reviewing cGMP

18
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PTE: How can point-of usemanufacturing facilities improve
accessibility to vaccines and other
drugs in certain countries?

Grispb - Stock.adobe.com

the industry, regulators, and suppliers

The flaws of a new manufacturing approach
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Manufacturing

Walters (CRB): Many pharmaceutical

is typically smaller than that of

controls, which means the air handling

therapies, especially when it comes

centralized production facility. The

units needs to be appropriately scaled,

to sterile injectables, have transport

facility is intended to serve a local

[and] insulation needs [to be] correctly

and storage logistics that involve cold

patient population instead of a global

specified and personnel/material

chain complications. When trying to

population. Therefore, the scale of

flows controlled so outside air cannot

manage transport between different

production for a point-of-use facility

penetrate the processing space. This

countries, factoring in customs and

is going to be smaller by design.

can only be done with high-quality

inspections timing, the effective shelf

While smaller production [is] at an

designed and constructed cleanroom

life and efficacy of a therapy can be

individual level, at a global view you

systems.

dramatically impacted by just trying to

can leverage a number of these

deliver cross-border. Further, factor in

distributed facilities to make an

that most countries producing a vaccine

impact on patient populations.

are likely going to prioritize their own

“The pandemic highlighted
that we can be more
flexible within our
processing systems.”

smaller countries may find themselves

Logistics of point-of-use
manufacturing

waiting in the queue for therapies to

PTE: How can a controlled

arrive, with reduced usability once

environment be maintained in a

they do. In many cases, the ability for

modular facility in different climates/

these countries to have point-of-use

smaller production space to ensure

point, an established history of fully

manufacturing centres enables them

consistent drug quality?

modular manufacturing spaces being

citizens first. The brutal truth is that

to begin supplying patients faster and
more effectively.

“Point-of-use
manufacturing solves
the problem of patient
adjacency and therapy
transport logistics.”
— Peter Walters,
CRB

Jornitz (G-CON): It all depends

— Maik Jornitz,
G-CON
Walters (CRB): There is, at this

able to provide robust cleanroom

on the technology deployed. It is

environments to support GMP

much more difficult to control the

processing. The design team would

environment in a modular facility unit,

need to account for the site location

which was meant for other purposes,

requirements, and, if the point-of-use

for example, transport containers.

facility is intended to be mobile

Cleanrooms are purpose-built, with

and relocatable, the span of site

high quality to be assured that the

requirements it may encounter.

injectable coming out of such unit

PTE: What engineering

is safe for the patient. Mobile units

considerations must manufacturers be

we delivered need to have the

aware of prior to approaching point-

right robustness in containment

of-care manufacturing in a modular

point-of-use drug manufacturing impact

to [ensure] that the processing of

facility setting?

manufacturing capacity/scalability?

the medicinal drug is safe in any

PTE: How can modular facilities/

Walters (CRB): The design
capacity of a point-of-care facility

Walters (CRB): Modular builds are

outside environment. That starts with

fast to erect but come with their own

temperature, pressure, and humidity

set of design complications. Spaces
must adhere to certain dimensional

Personalised Cell Therapy

restrictions for shipping purposes,

Pharmaceutical Technology Europe

then back again. This transport

spoke with Peter Walters, director

causes delays to the delivery

of advanced therapies at CRB, about

of the therapy to the patient,

point-of-use manufacturing for cell

introduces cold chain and sheer

and gene therapy.

sensitivity shipping hurdles, and

PTE: How can point-of-use

lengthens the time the cells are

drug manufacturing impact the cell

forced to be stored in a non-ideal

and gene therapy industry?

state. All of these ultimately

Walters (CRB): Point-of-use
manufac turing

could

contribute to lowering the efficacy

have

of the therapy and the chances

the potential to improve the

the patient will have a successful

personalized cell therapy industry.

recovery. Moving the manufacturing

These

from

activity adjacent to the patient

transport logistical issues in

could dramatically reduce these

moving patient cells from the clinic

issues, potentially improving the

to the manufacturing facility, and

therapy’s effectiveness.

therapies

suffer

which can implicate how many
cleanroom suites and how large
they can be. Modular builds can be
completely free-standing outside,
but this would need to be factored in
from the start of design. One prime
benefit of the modular approach for
point-of-care spaces is that they can be
disassembled and relocated to different
sites, as befits the point-of-care need.
Jornitz (G-CON): The processing
environment requires to be protected
in the same way as any other
processing space. In [certain] instances,
one can see a drift into low quality
environments, which requires strict
regulatory reviews as there may be
weaknesses in containment and stable

Pharmaceutical Technology Europe
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Manufacturing

environmental conditions. That means

would still live in a world of 20,000L

units, we can bring costs down and

the design and build of these modular

volumes, point-of-care processing

therefore scale such platforms much

facility settings requires detail and

would not [be able to] happen.

faster. Controls are needed to keep

Walters (CRB): The industry

these processes and units under the

push towards Pharma 4.0 and the

robust containment options needed,

widespread adoption of automation

as well as potentially reduce the

Reflection and
looking forward

and digitalization helps drive toward

human contamination impact. Quality

consistent and digitally documented

is a must and it starts with the design

PTE: What technological

manufacturing. One of the biggest

and construction materials used.

improvements have occurred that have

hurdles for a distributed manufacturing

Ultimately, the quality benefits will

helped to progress point-of-use

model is how to maintain and ensure

outweigh the cost of bad quality, and

manufacturing?

quality and consistency from site

that will save patients’ lives.

experience to meet the quality and
regulatory demands.

Jornitz (G-CON): The technology

to site. The use of concepts like
electronic batch records, online

of-use manufacturing to go from

single-use process technology

process monitoring, and automated

talking point to reality, facilities are

enabled closed processes and

quality testing would go a long way to

going to need to utilize robust small-

mobile cleanroom units to deploy

providing quality assurance and helping

scale processing solutions that are

such processes to different location

negate site to site nuances.

automated and digitally integrated.

or being cloned to a multitude of

PTE: What, in your opinion, do you

To make the business model viable,

locations. In addition, the volumes

foresee as being important trends that

manufactured therapies will need

processed, for example in cell

will impact point-of-use manufacturing

to be handled and produced with

therapy, are much smaller, which

in the near future?

the same level of quality and care

allowed process intensification and

Jornitz (G-CON): Three factors will

from site to site. Use of automated

the processing within single-use

determine the use of point-of-use

processes, testing, and digital

assemblies within smaller footprint

manufacturing; scalability, controls,

monitoring will be essential in ensuring

mobile cleanrooms. If the volumes

and quality. With the possibility of

quality and consistency across the

would not have gone down and we

mass-production of mobile progressing

manufacturing network. PTE

Manufacturing —
Contin. from page 17

of the European Commission’s

self-adjusting processes are going

“Industry 5.0” vision, which seeks a

to be important in our future,” says

human-centric approach to digital

Pettus. “I would be very surprised if

issue is a lack of standardization

technologies (7) and incorporates

these four areas are not significantly

for data integrity requirements,

sustainability into the way industries

developed and advanced in the

such as audit trails. In a 2021 paper,

are moving forward.

coming three to five years. The life

BioPhorum proposed a harmonized

science industry is going to impact all

audit trail model, which is intended

Looking ahead

of humankind over the coming two

to stimulate development of a formal

Technology is driving rapid

decades in ways similar to how the

international standard (6).

and significant change in

semiconductor industry has over the

biopharmaceutical manufacturing,

past 50 years.”

Maintaining data integrity faces
multiple challenges. “Organizations

with more to come, experts suggest.

must centralize their data because

“Most industry players have merely

traditional on-premises historians

scratched the surface of what could

often lack the metadata and

become a fully automated and

contextualization required to uphold

digitally twinned manufacturing

data integrity,” suggests Petter Mörée,

process,” says von der Haar. “At

managing director for EMEA, Seeq. In

Sartorius, we are convinced that the

addition, he says, data must be reliably

companies that adopt and master

stored and managed and available

these methods will disrupt and guide

throughout its lifecycle.

the biopharmaceutical industry in the

Having the right workforce with

coming years, generating benefits

the suitable skills necessary to

ranging from drastically reduced time-

incorporate and maintain digital

to-market, lower process variability

technologies can be another

and failure rates, [and] resource

challenge, says Duckworth.

efficiency gains.”
“Real-time release, one-click tech

Recognition of the need for
workers to have digital skills is part

20
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improvements happened twofold;
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• Specifications
• Container closure system
• Labelling
• Miscellaneous changes
• Related changes (1).
According to this guidance (1),
these changes might require postapproval in accordance with section
506A of the US Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act and Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) Title 21

Material Management and
the Impact on Extractables
and Leachables
By understanding potential material change, the impact on patient safety can be
understood and mitigated.

s.314.70 (21 CFR 314.70) (2).
These documents outline the
classification of a change (minor
to major) and the regulatory
requirements for handling these
different change levels.
A minor change, according to
FDA guidance, has “minimal
potential to have an adverse
effect on the identity, strength,
quality, purity or potency of the
drug product as these factors may

Andrew Feilden
is the European E&L
strategic director for
Element.

I

relate to the safety or effectiveness
n the world of extractables and leachables (E&L), one thing
that is nearly guaranteed is that change will happen with the

of the drug product” (1).
In CFR Title 21, FDA instructs that

materials used in the container closure system. Management

the applicant must describe minor

of these changes is the responsibility of the drug

changes in the next annual report (2).

product manufacturers.

In an FDA guidance, a moderate

Changes can be external, where the supplier changes

change has “a moderate potential

manufacturing, information, or availability of a component. It

to have an adverse effect on the

can also be internal, where the drug manufacturer changes

identity, strength, quality, purity

the validated manufacturing process or use of the component.

or potency of the drug product

External changes can vary from small manufacturing changes that

as these factors may relate to

are within manufacturing tolerances, such as in-process changes

the safety or effectiveness of the

to time, temperature, etc., to larger manufacturing changes, such

drug product” (1).

as a site change. Larger or more significant external changes can

Commonly, these changes require

happen, such as a change in the formulation of the material (e.g.,

that the drug manufacturer submit

additive change) or stopping the manufacture of that particular

a supplement called Changes Being

material. Internal changes can include changes in contact time

Effected in 30 Days (CBE-30). This

with a single-use container or the addition of a second supplier

supplement will include information

of the material components. These internal or external changes are

describing the effects of the

not an exhaustive list but give a flavour of potential changes

change. The drug manufacturer

that may occur.

must wait 30 days after submission
of the CBE-30 before implementing

Understanding changes

the change and must not implement

In the Guidance for Industry: Changes to an Approved NDA or ANDA,

the change if FDA responds with

the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) details recommendations

a request for more information to

to holders of new drug applications and abbreviated new drug

support the change.

Monster Ztudio - Stock.adobe.com

applications, specifically on post-approval changes for drugs other

Finally, FDA states that a

than specific biotechnology and specific synthetic biological products

major change has “a substantial

(1). This guidance provides recommendations for post-approval

potential to have an adverse effect

changes in:

on the identity, strength, quality,

• Components and composition

purity or potency of a drug

• Manufacturing sites
• Manufacturing process

Contin. on page 24
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STANDARDIZING PROCESS
CHARACTERIZATION AND LATE PHASE
DEVELOPMENT: CELL CULTURE OPTIMIZATION
AUTHOR: CLAUDIA BERDUGO-DAVIS, DIRECTOR,
PROCESS DEVELOPMENT, CATALENT BIOLOGICS

About the author:
Claudia Berdugo-Davis, PhD is a
leader in bioprocess development
with varied experience in
different types of molecules and
cross-functional activities for
manufacturing-friendly processes.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Process characterization is an important step in the overall journey of drug product development. For therapies that have had early
clinical success and are progressing toward commercial manufacturing, understanding the operational, regulatory, and quality
connections is critical for successful filing and launch.
This case study proposes an approach for process characterization for the production of a monoclonal antibody, specifically
at the biomanufacturing step of the drug substance. This approach will improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the process by
targeting the right design and number of experiments.

THE CHALLENGE
Drivers for process characterization and late-phase development include improving process understanding, enhancing process
robustness, and assurance that the process consistently delivers product quality within all proven acceptable ranges (PARs).
Regulators recommend that biologic submissions include the application of statistical methods to improve the confidence
of the PARs, and knowledge of the design space for a process. Although different approaches have been reported for process
characterization, each contain common elements, including risk assessment, scale-down model qualification, and statistical
design of experiments. However, there is no consensus on the criteria for the selection of one or multiple experimental designs for
the evaluation of critical process parameters (CPP) at every stage. This challenge is further exacerbated by the often challenging
timelines imposed by rapid progression from Phase III to filing.

THE CATALENT SOLUTION
Catalent utilized a stepwise approach to properly select the CPPs that needed to be evaluated during a bioreactor study for a
monoclonal antibody (mAb). The approach leveraged previous knowledge from Catalent’s mAb platform to apply a rationale that
separated CPPs from well-controlled parameters (WCP), routine-controlled parameters (RCP), and key process parameters (KPP).
WCPs and RCPs are not typically evaluated during process characterization, while KPPs may be evaluated to assess maximum
challenge performance. Once the CPPs were selected, the experimental strategy was defined.
For this bioreactor study, various factors were evaluated for their effects on a single critical quality attribute (CQA). The factors
were identified as CPPs by applying the stepwise selection approach described above and included pH, dissolved oxygen and carbon
dioxide content, temperature, number of culture days, osmolality, and feed percentage. The response parameters can include
multiple CQAs and performance metrics. However, in this example, only one CQA was evaluated: the percentage of antibody with
a G0F glycosylation pattern. The ranges were selected based on previous process development work and the goal was to evaluate
process robustness.
After evaluating eight different conditions, the average G0F was determined to be 41.7% (Table I), with a standard deviation of
1.64 (Table I–II). The approach to develop a recommended lower specification is the tolerance interval with 95% confidence/99%
coverage. The results indicated that a lower specification of 34.6% could be supported.
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Table I. Impact of seven parameters on critical quality attributes (CQAs).
Pattern

pH

Dissolved oxygen
content (mg/L)

Carbon dioxide
content (ppm)

Temperature
(°C)

Culture
days

Osmolality

Feed
%

CQA
G0F

+--++--

7.3

40

40

37

20

360

9

43.19

+++++++

7.3

60

120

37

20

440

15

42.13
40.32

-++-+--

6.7

60

120

35

20

360

9

+-+--+-

7.3

40

120

35

18

440

9

42.5

-+-+-+-

6.7

60

40

37

18

440

9

42.99

--++--+

6.7

40

120

37

18

360

15

38.69

++----+

7.3

60

40

35

18

360

15

40.99

----+++

6.7

40

40

35

20

440

15

43.33

Table II. Statistical analysis, including one-sided tolerance interval (TI).
mean

41.7675

standard deviation

1.6387343

standard error mean

0.5793801

upper 95% mean

43.137516

lower 95% mean

40.397484

proportion

lower TI

upper TI

1-alpha (co-efficient)

n

8

0.990

34.63269

.

0.950

CONCLUSION
Catalent Biologics’ in-depth experience with mAb process development and scale-up allowed it to define a platform
approach for process characterization using data to predict the variability of CQAs across the operating range. Its process
characterization methodology includes the evaluation of molecule fit in this platform approach, and alternative approaches
to process characterization for molecules that require some modification from the platform approach. The application of this
strategy allows the completion of process characterization work that leads to the definition of the design space, and support
for the control strategy within the short timelines that are typical of the US Food and Drug Administration approval process.

WORKING WITH CATALENT BIOLOGICS
Catalent Biologics’ process development portfolio includes support
through the full drug development lifecycle.
More than 600 antibodies and 160 recombinant proteins have
been developed using the company’s proprietary GPEx® cell line engineering technology, which has led to 16 marketed biotherapeutics and
more than 160 active clinical trials. Additionally, over 45 commercially-approved products have employed Catalent Biologics’ manufacturing and packaging capabilities.
To strengthen its biologics drug substance and drug product
manufacturing capabilities, Catalent recently announced a multiyear $350 million investment at its facility in Bloomington, Indiana,
to serve the industry’s robust biologics pipeline across various
modalities with new bioreactors, syringe filling lines, and additional
lyophilization capacity, supported by quality control laboratories and
advanced automated packaging. This expansion follows a series of
recent investments in Catalent’s Biologics global network, including
the modernization of its fill/finish and packaging facility in Limoges,
France, and the acquisition of a new biologics development and manufacturing facility near Oxford, UK.

Catalent is the global leader in enabling
pharma, biotech, and consumer health partners
to optimise product development, launch, and
full life-cycle supply for patients.
14 Schoolhouse Road Somerset, NJ 08873 USA
Telephone: +1 888 765 8846 (US)
00800 88 55 6178 (EU/ROW)
solutions@catalent.com
www.catalent.com
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Analytics

product as these factors may

by the Product Quality Research

Single-use systems

relate to the safety or effectiveness

Institute on Safety Thresholds and

Material changes can have potentially

of the drug product” (1).

Best Practices for Extractables

more impact on biologics that

and Leachables in Orally Inhaled

are manufactured with single-use

drug manufacturer submit a prior

and Nasal Drug Products in

systems. A particular biologic can

approval supplement (PAS). The

2006 (4). This recommendation has

be impacted by small amounts

drug manufacturer must wait for

set the scene for E&L testing in the

of leachable species. The exact

FDA approval of the PAS before

years following. Despite this

mechanism of this is unknown.

implementing the change.

being only a recommendation, it

The most quoted example of this

was authored with FDA and Health

is “Identification of a Leachable

Canada involvement.

Compound Detrimental to Cell

These changes require that the

Historic material changes
Material changes can have an

Containers,” a research article by

and the patient. There are a few
well-known examples. The most

Inhalation aerosols and sprays

trace amount of a breakdown product

quoted example was during the

are deemed to have the highest

of a common antioxidant, Irgafos

period of 1998–2002 when there

likelihood of packaging component-

168, was detrimental to cell growth.

was an increase in the incidence

dosage form interaction and the

The level of this antioxidant was far

of antibody-positive pure red

highest degree of concern based

lower than typical screening levels

cell aplasia in patients receiving

on the route of administration. As

that would be required due to typical

subcutaneous administration of

such, it is not too surprising that

toxicological concerns.

EPREX (epoetinum alfa). At the

most of the early work on regulatory

time, two simultaneous changes

requirements focused on orally-

happened. Firstly, the drug product

inhaled and nasal drug products. It

formulation was changed to include

was groups such as the International

polysorbate 80; and secondly, the

Pharmaceutical Aerosol Consortium

coated stopper was replaced with

on Regulation & Science that initiated

Biologics

an uncoated one (3). Additional

and built on supply chain interaction

Additionally, it is well known that

compounds were observed in the

and understanding. The group’s

biologics/peptides are at significant

leachable analysis of the

initial work was published in the

risk from reaction with E&L. The

new product. However, these

2011 paper, “Recommended Baseline

biggest risk relates to covalent bond

leachable compounds were

Requirements for Materials

formation for which there are several

only observed when the product

Used in Orally Inhaled and Nasal Drug

well-known examples. One example

contained both polysorbate 80

Products (OINDP),” and a subsequent

includes the reaction of the common

and used the uncoated stopper,

update was provided in 2017 (5).

leachable from halo butyl rubbers.

but these new leachable species

It is also not necessarily the direct

Amgen (7). Researchers found that a

Material changes can have
an impact on both product
quality and the patient.

This leachable, the C13 halogenated

were not observed when both

container closure system that can

aliphatic, can undergo an SN2 reaction

were used separately.

cause problems with patient safety

with the protein, forming a new

and product quality. Around 2010,

chemical species.

Management of changes
is the responsibility
of the drug product
manufacturers.

there were product recalls due to

Acrylic acid, which can be used

the wooden pallets on which product

as the glue in syringes, is known to

boxes were stored. A biocide used

modify peptides either through the

to treat the pallets had degraded,

lysine side chain or through histidine

and one of its degradants—2,4,6-

by a Michael addition reaction. The

prior to appropriate change

tribromoanisole (TBA) migrated into

level of modification was reported at

management, a change in the

the products and tainted them. The

0.2–5% of a range of proteins (8).

composition of the material was first

TBA has a very low odour threshold,

known upon a test being conducted

meaning that very small amounts

such as the Schiff base reaction

and a new extractable profile—or

can cause unpleasant musty and

of breakdown products of

worse, a leachable profile was

mouldy aromas. A total of 55 million

butylated hydroxy toluene and

observed. Because leachables

bottles of Tylenol were recalled in a

acylation reactions (9). It is often

typically take time to form, this

six-month period in 2010 due to this

observed when materials undergo

observation implied that a change

issue (6). This incident resulted in

sterilization, which causes

happened, potentially, many months

several pharmaceutical companies

additives (such as antioxidants),

prior. This first E&L observation was

ceasing the use of wooden pallets to

also before the seminal document

transport products.

In the early days of E&L testing,
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Application of RSD Charts for
Content Uniformity Data in
Continued Process Verification

Pramote Cholayudth

Relative standard deviation (RSD) limits were
used in content uniformity in the past (before
2007). From a statistical point of view, RSD is one
of the only few statistics that describes the term
“uniformity” best. In a simulation study conducted
by the author, both acceptance value (AV) and
RSD distributions have a typical relationship
where it was found that AV and RSD charts, when
applied for continued process verification (CPV)
purpose, can be constructed concurrently on the
same chart frame to demonstrate their common
overlay view. While RSD calculation is much
more simple, RSD charts may also be applied to
confirm the validity of AV charts in CPV exercise.

C

ontent uniformity (CU) data with an acceptance value
(AV) limit of not more than (NMT) 15 (1) creates summary statistics that include relative standard deviation
(RSD). In addition to commonly-used control charts applied in continued process verification (2) exercises, RSD charts
for CU data may be constructed concurrently with AV charts
to demonstrate their correlation and also detect the plotted AV
data where calculation error might occur.
Continued process verification (CPV) is divided (3)
into “heightened” and “routine” monitoring phases or, in
other words, “initial” and “ongoing” phases, respectively, as
illustrated in Table I. The initial phase may also require additional studies to provide some critical data, such as maximum
hold time or preservative efficacy (in case of oral liquid products). After the successful initial phase, the ongoing phase for
CPV is a rolling activity to fulfill the process validation (PV)
lifecycle requirement.
This article is focused on introducing a control chart technique using RSD statistics (i.e., RSD chart); in other words, a
coefficient of variation (CV) chart for CPV. The technique
is intended to summarize the process across the routine
batches recently produced over time using their RSD data (i.e.,
between-batch data). While the AV limit (NMT 15 for both
n = 10 and 30) is not statistically justified (4), there is an interesting relationship between AV and RSD. This creates a
possibility that RSD charts may be carried out in parallel to
get through a difficult situation.

SEVENTYFOUR - STOCK.ADBOE.COM

Simulation study to demonstrate
AV and RSD relationship

CITATION: When referring to this article, please cite it as
P. Cholayudth, “Application of RSD Charts for Content
Uniformity Data in Continued Process Verification,”
Pharmaceutical Technology 46 (7) 2022.
Submitted: 23 May 2022
Accepted: 8 June 2022

Distributions of AV (5) and RSD statistics are studied
using the simulation method (using XLSM Excel files)
and found to be similar in shape if lot process capability
index (CpK) and sample size are fixed (Figures 1a and 1b).
From the case study discussed in this article, their corresponding standard distributions (for both AV and
RSD) are identical, provided that the sample size is the
same for different lot CpKs (Figures 2a and 2b). From
Figures 3 and 4, AV and RSD control charts for CU data can be
concurrently applied in CPV activities.
Pharmaceutical Technology Europe
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Figure 1a. Acceptance value (AV) distributions (left) and 1b: relative standard deviation (RSD) distributions (right), both
with lot CpK = 1.33.

Figure 2a. Standard acceptance value (AV) distributions (left) and 2b: standard relative standard deviation (RSD)
distributions (right), both with validity range for lot CpK between 1.00 and 10.00.

Qualification*

PPQ batches

Heightened
monitoring
phase

Routine
monitoring
phase

Pre-routine
batches [1]

Routine
batches [2]

[1]: Heightened sampling and testing until variability understood.

* Qualification of process equipment and supporting systems

28.00
24.00
20.00
16.00

UCL = 8.34x1.72 = 14.34
LCL = 8.34x0.28 = 2.34
UCL = 14.34
CL = 8.34

AV Data (Simulated)
RSD Data (Simulated)

9.86%
8.21%

UCL = 5.92%

12.00

6.57%
4.92%

8.00

3.28%

4.00
0.00

11.50%

RSD (%)

[2]: Routine monitoring and verification programme.

AV & RSD Charts: (n = 10, T = 100, Sigma = 3.47, Lot CpK = 1.44)

LCL = 2.34

CL = 3.44%

1.63%

LCL = 0.96%

-0.01%

UCL = 3.44x1.72 = 5.92
-1.66%
-4.00
What is a standard distribution? When a single statisLCL = 3.44x0.28 = 0.96
-3.30%
-8.00
tic (in large number)—such as AV in this study (where
1
10
19
28
37
46
55
64
73
82
91
100
Data #
the number of data or k is 120,000)—is divided by their
mean, the distribution of AV/mean data (5) will have its
mean equal to one (1.00). With the same sample size but also follow this particular standard distribution rule. Furdifferent lot CpKs, their distributions will be identical in thermore, the standard distributions for both AV and RSD
shape to each other. Such a common distribution (with a are found to be coincidentally identical. Therefore, the UCL
mean of 1.00) is called “standard distribution,” where the and LCL factors for control charting purposes will be the
upper and lower control chart limit factors (UCL and LCL same as tabulated in Table II: UCL and LCL factors for AV
factors; UCL and LCL are upper and lower control limits) and RSD charts. Those factors (see also Figures 2a and 2b) are
for AV charts can be established. From the study, RSD data simply calculated following the control chart principle (i.e.,
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Process performance
qualification (PPQ)

Continued process
verification (CPV)

Figure 3. Acceptance value (AV) and relative standard
deviation (RSD) charts (simulation) with overlay view
for upper control limits (UCLs), center lines (CLs), and
lower control limits (LCLs).

Acceptance Value (AV)

Table I. Process performance qualification and
continued process verification relationship (3).
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Figure 4. Acceptance value (AV) vs. relative standard deviation (RSD) charts (case study) with overlay view for upper
control limits (UCLs), center lines (CLs), and lower control limits (LCLs).

AV vs. RSD Charts: CU Data (Capsule Product)

16
14

5.810%

AV Data
RSD Data

UCL = 3.70x1.72 = 6.36
LCL = 3.70x0.28 = 1.04

12
10

4.978%
4.145%

RSD Average = 1.52% (< 3.60%)

8
6

CL = 1.52%

CL = 3.70

4

3.313%

UCL = 2.61%

UCL = 6.36

2.480%
1.648%

2

0.815%

0
-2

RSD (%)

Acceptance Value (AV)

6.643%

USL = 15

UCL = 1.52x1.72 = 2.61
LCL = 1.52x0.28 = 0.43

LCL = 1.04

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
Lot #

1±3σ where 1 and σ are the distribution mean and standard
deviation, respectively).

12

13

14

15

-0.018%

LCL = 0.43%
16

17

18

19

20

-0.850%

Discussion

AV data (content uniformity) has a few points of discussion:
• The AV compendial limit for both n = 10 and 30 is the
Case study
same (i.e., NMT 15) from Cholayudth, 2017 (5); and in
Figure 3 illustrates the overlay view of AV and RSD charts
the simulation study in this article, the upper specification
(simulation data) while Figure 4 (where the AV average, or the
limit (USL) for n = 30 needs to be less than 15 (i.e., NMT
center line, is equal to 3.70) also shows the overlay for a case
11) (Figure 1a). This implies that, based on lot CpK 1.33, AV
study data (capsule product). In Figure 4, lot RSD is estimated
data (n = 30) greater than 11 is not acceptable.
at 1.56%, where the predetermined acceptance limit is NMT
• From Table II, since the UCL factor for n = 10 is 1.72, the
3.47%. This implies that AV and RSD charts can be concurmaximum target for the center line (CL) value is 15/1.72
rently constructed on the same chart frame with overlayed
or 8.72; therefore, the AV average needs to be NMT 8.72
UCLs, CLs, and LCLs. Some processes may not be stable (i.e.,
(in Figure 3, CL = 8.34), otherwise the UCL will be greater
shifted), resulting in a process mean greater or less than 101.5
than USL at 15.
or 98.5% of target, respectively; such an instability will lead
• In the same way if n = 30 (for example, PV sample
to the reference value (M) being adjusted to 101.5 or 98.5% of
size), the CL value is NMT 11/1.40 or 7.86 (1.40 from
label claim (LC), respectively, resulting in biased AV data. The
Table II), otherwise the UCL will be greater than the worktwo points with non-overlay (lot #1 and 4 data) in Figure 4 will
ing USL at 11.
indicate the biased results of the AV parameter. The overlay
• In Figure 3 with lot mean at 100 (estimated from tarviews in both Figures 3 and 4 will help to confirm the promising
get mean = 100) and lot standard deviation at 3.47
relationship between the two parameters.
Table II. Upper control limit (UCL) and lower control limit
(LCL) factors for acceptance value (AV) and relative
standard deviation (RSD) charts.
AV & RSD Chart Factors: Simulation Results
Sample size

UCL factors

LCL factors

Table III. Working guidance limits for content uniformity
(CU) data. AV is acceptance value. RSD is relative
standard deviation.
Working Guidance Limits for CU Data
AV limit

n

RSD limit

Individual

Average

Individual

Average

10

1.72

0.28

10

15

8.72*

6.2%

3.60%**

30

1.40

0.60

30

11

7.86

5.5%

3.93%

UCL and LCL: upper and lower control limits

Note: * 15/1.72 = 8.72, ** 6.2/1.72 = 3.60
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(estimated from target sigma = 3.47), lot RSD is
3.47% and CpK—calculated using the formula
MIN((115-μ)/3σ,(μ-85)/3σ)—is 1.44.

Working guidance limits for CU data

From Figures 1a and 1b, it may be summarized in Table III that
the working “guidance” limits (both individual and average)
may be applied by interested quality control units for this
CPV exercise. From the table, it does not mean that there is a
correlation between AV and RSD limits, but their UCL and
LCL factors are the same.

Conclusion

RSD charts are introduced in addition to traditional
control charts for application in CPV. It is intended to
mainly detect the biased or errored AV data (for both
non-sterile and sterile dosage units) in control charting. Subsequently, it also minimizes the false release case for routine
batches. An internal benchmark in the quality unit may be
established such that 10% bias rate, for example, should not
be exceeded. If exceeded, an investigation into the matter
is required. AV calculation error may occur because of its
complicated nature, and the RSD chart will effectively detect
this particular error.
AV and its corresponding RSD data are synchronized
in both magnitude and direction as illustrated in Figure 3.
Analytics —
Contin. from page 24

Furthermore, AV and RSD charts can also be constructed
concurrently on the same chart frame in the CPV exercise
(Figure 4). In stage 1, where n = 10, either the AV average NMT
8.72 or the RSD average NMT 3.60% needs to be checked prior
to construction of the charts, otherwise, the UCL will be greater
than USL (NMT 15).
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are undertaken on sterilized/treated materials
under appropriate extraction conditions
(where extractables can be correlated with

to degrade and form potential reaction

leachables) with sufficient sensitivity.

products. It is important to mention that

It’s important to understand
the materials used in
container closure systems and
manufacturing systems.

if these antioxidants were not present,
the polymer would very rapidly degrade,
and the container closure would no longer
be useable. It is, therefore, likely that any
changes with materials used with biologics

What does the future hold? As mentioned at

could have a more significant impact on

the start of the article, change is inevitable, but

patient safety (either because of safety or

there are some potential new changes coming.

efficacy) than those with small molecules or

There is a push for greener materials and

medical devices. Further work is in progress

the reduction of single-use plastics. Will the

to help identify potential issues with

additive packages change to allow polymers

common leachables.

to be depolymerized back to the starting
monomers so they can potentially be used

The future

as virgin materials rather than recycled? It is

Cumulatively, this leads to the importance

through an understanding of the likelihood and

of understanding the materials used in

impact of change that potential patient safety

container closure systems and manufacturing

can be understood and mitigated.

systems for biologics and peptides to avoid
potential issues—rather than solving them
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E&L Material Changes
The different materials changes in
container closure system include (1):
• External: The supplier changes
manufacturing, information, or
availability of a component.
• Internal: The drug manufacturer
changes the manufacturing
process or component use.
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• A greater number of disputes
arising out of global supply
chain disruptions, and use of
the pandemic as a defence to
contractual non-performance
• An increase in disputes over
earn-out clauses and preclosing covenants in M&A
transactions
• A rise in investor-state
claims brought by investors
against states for breach

Trends in International
Arbitration: The
Fallout from COVID-19

of international investment
protection agreements
• More insolvent parties in
arbitrations, which pose
particular challenges
• An increase in third-party
funding of significant claims in
international arbitration
• The continued use of efficient

As a result of the disruptions caused by the COVID-19
pandemic, global arbitration has adapted to a ‘new normal’.

procedures by arbitral
tribunals, including paperless

Tanya Landon and
Dorothee Schramm

T

proceedings and remote
he COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted supply chains, greatly

hearings.

increased the costs of transportation and raw materials, and

thrown companies into a myriad of operational and financial difficulties.

Supply chain disputes

Arbitration, Trade and

Life sciences companies have struggled to obtain raw materials to

The pandemic-related host of

Advocacy at Sidley Austin—

maintain production and supply of critical drugs and pharmaceutical

protective measures taken by

an international law firm.

products. They have also taken measures to minimize the impact of these

countries around the world and

disruptions and protect their position in case of claims of contractual non-

the scale-down of businesses

performance. All of these issues have the potential of leading to disputes.

adversely affected the availability

International arbitration is an efficient and effective way to resolve

of raw materials and the ability of

are both partners, Global

cross-border disputes in a neutral and private setting, under flexible

life sciences companies to maintain

and internationalized rules, and with worldwide enforcement of arbitral

production and supply products to

decisions. Foreign investors can also turn to international investment

their customers. Some governments

arbitration for remedies when governments engage in improper

pushed for new domestic sources

intervention and thus disrupt or expropriate investments. International

of supply or directed exporters to

arbitration is particularly well suited to adapt to the challenges posed

prioritize local or national needs

by the COVID-19 pandemic—its private nature allows parties to

over fulfilling their contractual

keep sensitive business disputes confidential and allows for greater

obligations to overseas customers.

procedural flexibility than national court litigation, as evidenced by

Increased transportation costs and

the arbitration community’s seamless transition to virtual hearings

lower transportation capacities

and paperless proceedings.

further aggravated the situation.

Andrii Yalanskyi - Stock.adobe.com

It is expected that this prompt adaptation to the post-COVID ‘new

These supply chain disruptions

normal’ will reinforce the advantages of international arbitration over

can have serious consequences

litigation and result in its continued and even increased popularity in

for life sciences companies and

the future. In addition, certain unique trends are likely to emerge in the

for the availability of critical drugs,

context of the pandemic. By anticipating these trends, life sciences

pharmaceuticals, and medical

companies may be able to avoid common pitfalls, and take timely

devices in the market.

action, to protect their position in the event of a dispute.

There have already been disputes
over suppliers’ inability to deliver

Arbitration trends

raw materials and over complaints

A number of trends are emerging with respect to life sciences

from customers about inferior

disputes that are anticipated to continue for the foreseeable future,

products entering the market. It is

including in particular:

expected that these disputes will
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continue in the near future, given the

covenants, especially given the

treaties (BITs) for breach of

global interconnectedness of supply

reduced appetite for investment

investment treaty standards such

networks and the varying responses

caused by the pandemic.

as full protection and security, fair
and equitable treatment, and non-

by governments to further COVID-19

discrimination. More investor-state

disputes arising as life sciences

Investor-state disputes
and protection of IP

companies take further measures to

The COVID-19 pandemic accelerated

sciences companies are expected

navigate these disruptions, including

the need for innovation and

to occur in response to pandemic-

restructuring their supply networks,

development of critical drugs and

related measures.

seeking price adjustments, and

vaccines. At the same time, there

resorting to defences such as force

is increased tension between the

majeure or hardship.

protection of legitimate intellectual

Disputes involving
insolvent parties

outbreaks. We also expect to see

property (IP) rights and the need

In the early months of the COVID-19

M&A disputes

to expand access to such IP in the

pandemic, the disruption of business

Parties in M&A transactions have

public interest. In some instances,

and economic activity caused by the

included more earn-out clauses to

governments led the charge to make

pandemic was widely expected to

address the economic uncertainties

critical drugs and vaccines widely

lead to massive surges in corporate

arising from the pandemic. Earn-out

and cheaply available, even to the

bankruptcy. Two years into the

arrangements are usually intended

extent of overriding existing licensing

pandemic, these fears do not appear

to bridge the gap between diverging

arrangements and underlying

to have materialized, with the

valuations of the target company

patent protection.

number of bankruptcy filings actually

by the buyer and the seller at the

Notably, since October 2020,

lower in some countries than in the

time of closing—in addition to the

developing countries such as

years immediately preceding the

upfront purchase price, the seller

India and South Africa have been

pandemic (1,2). However, the relative

of a business receives further pay-

spearheading the proposal for the

stability of the corporate financial

outs if and when the target company

World Trade Organization to adopt a

landscape may at least partly be

achieves certain agreed performance

waiver of the Agreement on Trade-

attributed to the host of measures

targets over an agreed period of time

Related Aspects of IP Rights (TRIPS

taken by governments to mitigate the

after closing. Thus, the seller trades

Agreement) for COVID-19-related

effects of the pandemic, including

the certainty of a lower upfront

vaccines and pharmaceuticals.

fiscal stimulus, debt forbearance

payment for a potential higher

If an agreement to waive the

programmes, and the easing of

pay-out in the future. However,

TRIPS Agreement were adopted,

thresholds to declare bankruptcy.

earn-out arrangements frequently

governments would be able to

The effects of withdrawing these

result in disputes over valuation

legitimately deny IP protection

bailout measures can already be

issues and the often ambiguous

to certain COVID-19 products,

seen in some countries, such as

causes of underperformance.

resulting in their mass production

Switzerland, which saw a marked

Earn‑out disputes are frequently

without any compensation to the

increase in bankruptcy filings after

resolved through international

original developer. This would have

their withdrawal (3).

arbitration, and an increase in such

massive consequences for the

disputes is anticipated.

expected return on investment of

continue to phase out protective

life sciences companies developing

measures, it is anticipated that

these products.

arbitral tribunals will more

Pre-closing covenants constitute
another area of risk of disputes.

30

arbitrations commenced by life

As governments across the world

These covenants seek to protect

In addition, life sciences

frequently need to address the

the buyer against damage to the

companies may be impacted

issue of insolvent parties, and

business of the target company

by other measures taken by

the possible consequences for an

between signing and closing, by

governments in the countries in

arbitration. National insolvency

requiring the target to operate ‘in the

which they have invested, including

legislation often seeks to centralize

ordinary course of business’. Many

restrictions on movement of people

the resolution of disputes with

measures taken by governments

and goods, closure of facilities for

the insolvent entity, resulting

to fight COVID-19 outbreaks led to

the physical conduct of business,

in conflicts with arbitration

temporary closure of operations,

and the selective grant of state

proceedings, which are inherently

impacting regulatory compliance and

aid. When their investments

private. For instance, insolvency

lowering profitability of the target

have been negatively affected by

laws may exclude arbitration as a

company. Buyers could seek to

such government action, foreign

forum for resolving disputes with

avoid the completion of transactions

investors may be able to assert

an insolvent company or require

by relying on these pre-closing

claims under bilateral investment

termination of existing arbitration
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proceedings. Addressing these

with the difficulties faced by many

available procedural tools to

complex legal issues may increase

national court systems that became

prevent parallel arbitrations

the time and cost of the proceeding.

blocked as a result of pandemic

with different partners relating

restrictions and are now facing a

Third-party funding of claims
Third-party funding of significant

backlog of cases.
Parties should be aware,

to the same dispute.
• Life sciences companies should
carefully negotiate contractual

claims is now a common feature

however, that virtual hearings may

provisions in M&A transactions,

in international arbitration and has

raise certain due process risks that

and in particular earn-out

become available in jurisdictions

could lead to challenges to arbitral

clauses, to avoid confusion

that previously were subject

awards. These challenges could

and frustration of contracts on

to regulatory restrictions. The

be based on the decision to hold

account of pandemic-related

increased availability of third-party

virtual hearings over the objections

funding creates opportunities not

of one party, concerns about

only for impecunious claimants, but

inadequate access to technology,

international investments

for all companies who may consider

logistical and scheduling issues

should monitor changes to the

utilizing such options to help manage

relating to time zone differences,

local regulatory landscape.

their litigation budgets, especially for

and the risk of influencing witnesses

Where their investments

high value claims.

during their testimony. However,

are adversely affected by

the high threshold for setting aside

government intervention,

party funding requires careful

an arbitral award means that only

investor-state dispute

weighing of its pros and cons. For

the most egregious due process

settlement under BITs may

example, while third-party funding

violations result in a successful

provide a potential avenue for

offers the benefits of limited cost

challenge, as confirmed by recent

exposure and shifting the risk of

court decisions addressing

pursuing an expensive arbitration

these issues (4,5).

The decision to resort to third-

with an uncertain outcome to

The relatively smooth transition to,

difficulties.
• Life sciences companies with

redress.
• Life sciences companies should
carefully monitor the financial
standing and risk of insolvency

the funder, it means giving up a

and widespread adoption of, virtual

of their counterparty before

significant portion of any amounts

hearing formats have now made the

initiating legal proceedings,

recovered. Funded parties also

use of remote procedures a standard

and consider taking recourse

cede to the funder some degree

feature of arbitration even after

against additional respondents

of control over the arbitration,

pandemic restrictions have been

including with respect to settlement

lifted. Depending on the particular

proposals. The use of third-party

needs of the arbitration, life sciences

should consider increasingly

funding may further spur an

companies can benefit from these

available options to use third-

application for security for costs

efficiencies in terms of time and cost

party funding to help manage

(i.e., a direction to the claimant to

savings and contribute to a lower

obtain a bank guarantee or other

environmental footprint.

security to cover the costs incurred

to counter any insolvency risk.
• Life sciences companies

litigation budgets.
• Life sciences companies should
continue to adopt appropriate

by the respondent to defend itself in

Arbitration tips

remote hearing and paperless

the arbitration) in the event that the

The below key tips are offered

arbitration procedures on a

claimant is unsuccessful.

to help life sciences companies

case-by-case basis even as

navigate the challenges arising

COVID-19 restrictions are lifted.

Efficiencies in arbitral
procedure and potential
related challenges
With the advent of the COVID-19

out of the COVID-19 pandemic and
protect their position in the event of
a dispute:
• In case of disputes relating to

pandemic and related travel

supply chain disruptions, life

restrictions, the international

sciences companies should

arbitration community was quick to

proactively manage the dispute

adapt and innovate to ensure that

and coordinate their responses

arbitration disputes remained on

to effectively protect their

track and progressed efficiently.

position towards upstream and

Notable examples of this flexibility

downstream partners. Where

include the transition to virtual/

appropriate, consider seeking

remote hearings and paperless

interim remedies to prevent

proceedings. This can be contrasted

serious harm and/or using
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so unconvincing that even with
accelerated approval, the drug was
not accepted favourably within the
scientific and clinical community
leading to reduced sales, withdrawal
of application to Europe market
approval (5), and issues for coverage
by Medicare (6). Consequently,
Biogen needed to reduce its
manufacturing capacity for Adulhem.

What is Wrong with
the Neuroscience
Drug Market?
Pharma should expand on successful cell therapies in oncology by applying
these development and manufacturing methods to neuronal cell therapies.

has more than 10 years

N

Despite setbacks, investments in
neuroscience sectors continue. In
2021, Neumora Therapeutics raised
US$400 million (€383.97 million) in
series A financing from more than
a dozen venture capital firms plus
US$100 million (€95.99 million) from
Amgen. The main goal is to develop
precision small-molecule therapies

euroscience is a complex market encompassing a variety of
neurological conditions. Drug research and development in

for a multitude of brain diseases (7).
This is encouraging considering

neuronal-related diseases has always been challenging. While the

that Amgen axed its neuroscience

scientist specializing in

oncology sector made tremendous progress in the introduction of

programme a while ago, but now

the areas of biochemistry,

novel therapies, neuroscience lags behind in providing cures or even

revives it through partnerships (8).

cell biology, and drug

therapies to treat symptoms.

Moreover, the collaboration is based

of experience as a bench

manufacturing.

The Alzheimer’s/dementia sector in particular represents a

platform, a personalized approach

holy grail for pharma or is real hope on the horizon?

similar to the recent trends in oncology.

Who: Winners and losers?
Although the neuroscience drug market weighed in at more than
US$75 billion (€71.55 billion) in 2019 with a prospect to reach US$112
billion (€106.85 billion) by 2027 (1), at closer look, it is less impressive.
Overall, this market is divided into a number of sectors based on
disorders: epilepsy, Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, cerebrovascular

Novel approaches, such
as stem or cell therapies
to treat dementia, are
coming mostly from
academia or small
biotech pipelines.

diseases, and others. Each of these sub-markets has its own

What: Leading innovators

challenges and progress.

Looking among Big Pharma

The epilepsy sector saw the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

companies, one can say that

approval of Ztalmy (ganaxaqlone) from Marinus Pharmaceuticals (2)

Biogen is still in the leading

in 2021 and Parkinson’s has some potentially new therapeutics in

position in the neuroscience sector.

development such as PR001 gene therapy from Prevail Therapeutics

In June 2022, it invested more than

(acquired by Eli Lilly in 2021) (3). Yet overall, the neuroscience

US$700 million (€667.83 million) on

market has been a disappointment, especially when thinking about

Alectos’ preclinical oral Parkinson’s

Alzheimer’s therapies.

disease candidate AL01811 (9).

For years, Biogen Idec was a known leader in the neuroscience

The drug is a GBA2 inhibitor that

space. Indeed, in June 2021 FDA granted accelerated approval to

corrects acid levels in lysosomes,

the controversial Aduhelm drug, developed by Biogen and Eisai (4).

linked to the development of

This monoclonal antibody targets aggregated forms of amyloid beta

neurodegenerative diseases.

found in the brain of people with Alzheimer’s disease. Administration

32

on Neumora’s precision neuroscience

disappointing niche. The question is: did neuroscience become a

Analysis of clinical trials for

of Adulhem is expected to reduce a build-up of amyloid beta

Alzheimer’s (10) indicates that

plaque, leading to neuronal death. However, clinical data were

most of the candidates in clinical
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Weighing Up Big Pharma

trials are monoclonal antibodies or

move more deeply into central

and other neuro conditions will be a

small molecule. At the same time,

nervous system disorders.

winning attitude.

cell therapies to treat dementia,

Why: Pluses and minuses

its expanding experience with cell

are coming mostly from academia

Overall, even with disappointing

therapies in oncology to apply its

or small biotech pipelines. Aspen

Aduhelm sales and its problematic

development and manufacturing

Neuroscience is an example of a

insurance coverage, it had a

methods to neuronal cell

company working on autologous

positive effect on neuroscience

therapies. It is obvious, a shake-up

stem cell-based therapy for

market. It revived interest and

in methodology, diagnostics

Parkinson’s disease.

desire of both pharma and biotech

and overall attitude toward

to research and invest further in

neuroscience is needed to find

such a challenging area.

these long awaiting cures for such

novel approaches such as stem or

Industry should utilize
its expanding experience
with cell therapies
in oncology to apply
its development and
manufacturing methods to
neuronal cell therapies.
Neurona Therapeutics develops

Moreover, industry should utilize

More importantly, it brought to
needs different research and
therapeutic approaches, such as
stem and cell therapies.
And while new trends in neuronal
therapy development is encouraging,

off-the-shelf, allogeneic neuronal,

it also means other types of

glial, and gene-edited neural cell

challenges, not only in R&D but also

therapies for single-dose targeted

from a manufacturing perspective.

repair of the nervous system (11).

In particular, one should remember

Furthermore, it has in house facilities

that cell therapies may have much

for current good manufacturing

more lot-to-lot variations and can

practice (CGMP) manufacturing.

be dependent on more factors to
regulate and smooth the path for

When: New arrivals

commercial production.

Despite its controversy, approval of

Better biomarkers and
companion diagnostics
development for
Alzheimer’s and other
neuro conditions will be a
winning attitude.

Biogen’s Aduhelm in 2021 helped to
put the neuroscience sector in the
spotlight again.
Indeed, in 2021 Eli Lilly decided
to split one of its divisions that
develops and markets drugs
for neurology and inflammatory

Food for thought

diseases (12). Lilly believes that

The neuroscience market struggles

this move may help to shorten

to elevate from quasi stagnation.

path to market for the company’s

Despite research efforts, no

experimental Alzheimer’s treatment

breakthrough therapies were

donanemab (13).

offered to the patients.

Like Aduhelm, donanemab is also

Thus, the question industry needs

an anti-amyloid beta monoclonal

to ask if current approach is indeed

antibody, yet Lilly hopes to best its

“winning”. Alzheimer’s sector is the

rival and thus gain greater market

best example to analyze. Although

share reaching potentially US$6 billion

p-tau and amyloid plaques are

(€5.76 billion) in sales by 2026.

known hallmarks of the disease,

A new, or renewed, market

current therapy using anti-plaque

entry in the Alzheimer’s sector

approach might not be the best

is gantenerumab, developed

option to tackle these diseases.

by Roche (14). This antibody is

debilitating conditions.

attention the fact that this market

In addition, there is undeniable,

expected to bring around US$2.5

strong need for better research

billion (€2.39 billion) by 2026. Roche

models and proper diagnostics.

believes that the introduction of

Potentially, better biomarkers

this drug may expand its activities

and companion diagnostics

beyond its oncology staples and

development for Alzheimer’s
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ask the expert

The Difference between
Electronic Records
Retention and Archiving
An SOP for electronic-records archiving is a regulatory requirement and
good for business, says Siegfried Schmitt, vice president, Technical at Parexel.
In a recent audit, we received an observation
because we do not have a standard operating
procedure (SOP) for the archiving of electronic
records. We keep our electronic data and records on our live
systems. Why would we need such a procedure?
The short answer is because the regulations stipulate
this. “For new systems, a Validation Summary Report
for each computerized system should be in place and state (or
provide reference to) at least the following procedure for data
archiving (processes and responsibilities), including procedures
for accessing and reading archived data” (1). It is, however, sensible to look at the reasons behind this requirement and why it is
also good business sense to have such a SOP in place. Data and
records that are governed by the healthcare regulations must
be retained and be available throughout the mandated retention
periods for the respective records. In the case of clinical data,
this can be 25 or more years, and for manufacturing records
(paper or electronic), this is typically five or more years.
Over such a period of time, almost every computerized
system undergoes modifications for a variety of reasons.
These include patching the system (e.g., for security),
installation of new software modules (e.g., for enhanced
usability), system upgrades, system retirement, or system
replacement. Any of these changes may or will affect the
electronic records in the system. Depending on the impact,
it can or will be necessary to remove the records from the
system and store them in an archive.
Despite best intentions and good planning, there is always the
possibility of an unexpected need to archive electronic records.
That could be because of an unforeseen system failure or
because the system performance falls below acceptable levels.
It is not acceptable to wait until such an event occurs to write
a procedure for the archiving of records and data; instead, it is
essential to prepare the SOP well in advance.
Archiving electronic records is rarely trivial. Simply printing
out the records is unlikely to either assure the entire record is
captured or to be compliant with the regulations (paragraph
7.7.2 in reference 2). Archiving must take into consideration the
regulations for automated systems and the guidance on data
integrity, especially:
• If data are transferred to another data format or system,
validation should include checks that data are not altered
in value and/or meaning during this migration process (2).

A.
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• Data may be archived. These data should be checked for
accessibility, readability, and integrity (2).
Practical guidance has been published by various regulatory
authorities (3,4) and industry associations (e.g., Appendix O1:
Retention, Archiving, and Migration in reference 5).
In summary, having an electronic-records archiving SOP in
place is not only a regulatory requirement, but it also makes
sense from a business perspective. After all, you want to be
sure that you can access your data and records throughout
their lifespan and to be certain that the values and information
therein is still correct and complete. Writing the SOP, however,
is only a first step, implementing the process and validating it
are the necessary and logical next steps.
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